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Find the parametic equations that describe the situation- Include the window you used.

1. You are standing onthe ground 65 feet away from the bottom of a Ferris wheel that has a
25 ft radius and is 2 feet above the ground- Your friend iC on the Ferris wheel which
makes one clockrrise revolution every 6 seconds. At the instant \rhen she is at point A
you throw the ball to her at 65 feet per second at an angle of 60' ubo\ the horizontal.

a) Find the equations for the Ferris whsel.

b) Find the equations for the ball. 
.\

c) Will she be able to catch the ball (how close will the ball get to her)?

d) Whatisyourwindow?
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2. Two tanls are in the battlefield. TaDk B is 1,500 feet to the right of Tank A. Tank A
fires a shell at Tank B with an initial velocity of 300 ft/sec at an angle of 15' with the
horizoutal and theu proceeds in the direction of Tank B at a speed of 45 ft1sec. Two
seconds later, Tank B fires a shell at T*q A at a velocity of 325 ft/sec at an angle of
L2"with the horizontaf aad then proceeds in the direction of Tank A at a velocity of 50
fl/sec.
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a) Write an equation for the shell fired from Tank A .and the path of Tank B.

b) Considering that each Tank is 20 feet long, does the shell fired from Tank A stike
Tank B? Determine fte minimum distance ofthe shell from TankB.

c) Write an equation for the shell fired from Tank B and the path of Tank A.

d) Considering that each fant is 20 feet long; does the shell fired from Taok B strike
TankA? Deteuninethe minimum distance ofthe shell fromTankA.

e) How close do the two shells some to each other?

3. Juan has a chance at a free kiok that could potentially win the World Cup for Spain- He
is standing 25 yards from a goal that is 8 feet high- 10 yards in front of him is a wall of
Italian defenders that are six feet high. Recalling his days in Precalculus, he quickly
determines that if he kicls the ball with an initial velocity of 65 ft/sec and an angle of
elevation of 19", that he witl clear the watl but also result in the ball making it into the \L-
goal.

a) Fiudthe equations for the ball.
b) Will the ball make it above the wall of defenders?
c) How far bas the ball traVeled horizontally when it finally hits the grorurd?
d) What is the maximum height of the ball?
e) Does the ball make it into the goal (assume that if the ball hits the ground in front

of the goal that the goate will make the stop, and if the ball is too high then it is
no goal).
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